Abstract
Introduction
Facial animation is a key element to transmit individuality and personality to a character in films and video games. For animators, to create a realistic face movement that transmits emotion is very challenging. To obtain such realism, the traditional animation pipeline requires that each character is separately rigged by hand. The rigging process is analogous to setting up the strings that control a puppet. After rigging, we obtain a virtual character with a set of shapes, representing facial expressions (see Figure 1c and f), and a set of animation controls (see Figure 1b and e). Digital artists set the value of the control parameters to create animations. We contacted several film and game studios in the USA, Canada and Europe, and confirmed that facial animation is still an unsolved problem in most animation pipelines. In practice, artists use geometric deformation [CHP89, DN06, WG97] or physically-based approaches [KHYS02, SL96, WF95] to animate the face models. Physical simulation involves the deformation of muscles and skin to capture details and realistic motion [SSRMF06] . This approach is computationally expensive, labour intensive and lacks direct control over the resulting skin deformation. Thus, geometric deformation approaches remain commonly used, because they are easier to control.
Today, to animate a character, an experienced computer generated (CG) artist has to model each facial rig by hand, making it impossible to reuse the same rig in different facial models. The task is further complicated when a minor artistic change on the facial topology leads to the restarting of the rigging process from scratch. This creates a bottleneck in any CG production and leads to the research of automated methods to accelerate the process [JTDP03] . The challenge can be solved if we successfully answer the following question:
Figure 1: In this example, we transfer the character setup from the source model (SM) to the target model (TM). The character rig includes: 19 joints and a NURBS surface behind the mouth (a) SM, (b) SM rig, (c) SM shape, (d) TM, (e) TM rig, (f) TM Shape (3D models courtesy of Dygra).
Would it be possible to use the rig created for one character in other characters?
We are interested in simplifying the process of facial character rigging for CG productions. With our proposal, an artist can define and customize a facial rig and later apply the same rig to different face models. We present a deformation method to transfer, from a source model to a target model, the inner structure of a face model. The method is based on a nonlinear warp transform [Boo89] and the use of facial features landmarks. The method is general, it can be used with any type of rig configuration. We tag the source model with landmarks on its surface (the skin) and automatically deform it, together with the animation controls, facial expressions and skeleton. Because all models share the same set of attributes, we don't need to develop unique scripts for each face. We can transfer the rig parameters, enabling reuse of existing animation scripts. We can build models with underlying anatomical structure, skin, muscle and skeleton, for human heads or other type of inner structure to animate fantastic creatures. We can use geometric deformation of physically-based simulation to deform the skin of a face model. We use influence objects like, polygon surfaces that can represent muscles, to obtain the desired deformation. We also prepare models suitable for real-time animation.
The following section provides an overview of the related work. Section 3 gives an overview of our approach. Section 4 defines our source model: the generic rig. Section 5 describes the deformation method that transfers the generic rig attributes to different face models. Section 6 details how to animate a three-dimensional (3D) face model. We conclude with a discussion of our results in Section 7 and contributions in Section 8.
Background and Related Work
Facial animation is based on ideas pioneered by P. Waters in the 1970s [Par72] . Traditional approaches to animate facial models usually rely on an artist to create the key movements and then blend between those movements to obtain a fluid motion. Facial animation in video games is either poor or omitted due to limited resources to produce real-time results. In films, facial animation remains a challenge because reusing the same facial rig in different models is a very complex and time consuming task for artists. The rigging process is a key step within an animation pipeline and defines the quality and speed of a CG production. Different approaches, both geometric and physically-based, have been studied to help improve this process [ [JP02] . Physically-based simulations do not provide an animator with direct and intuitive control over the skin appearance. So, it is necessary to combine physicallybased approaches with geometric deformation methods. Pratscher et al. [PCLS05] defined an approach for anatomical modelling that allows to generate musculature from a predefined structure, which is well suited for the human body. None of these methods include animation controls that automate the facial character setup process in film productions.
Our Approach
We begin with two 3D face models. The first one is an artist-sculpted 3D model that includes a control skeleton. The skeleton can have any number of influence objects that represent animation controls or geometric surfaces, for instance, to simulate muscles. This structure is called character rig. We refer to this 3D face model as source model. Section 4 details the source model, called generic rig, we used to illustrate our technique. Section 6.3 shows a source model created by Dygra film studio and how our method can be integrated within a film production pipeline. The second model is an artist-sculpted 3D model or scanned face that we call target model. This model does not have a character rig associated to it. The source and target models can have different descriptors. For example, one of them could be defined as a polygonal mesh and the other as a NURBS surface. Both surfaces share the face appearance without needing a point-to-point correspondence.
Multiple poses of the source model can be sculpted, generating different facial expressions, called shapes. We are able to map this poses in the target model (see Section 6.1) and allow the animators to intuitively control the skin final appearance (see Section 6.2). Thus, shapes will nicely mix to generate convincing facial animations.
After applying our deformation method, the geometry of the influence objects in the source model are reshaped to fit the target model surface. Also, the skeleton and additional animation controls are relocated in the target model. Thus, an entire rig can be rapidly applied to new characters to produce fast and accurate animations. Given this rig, we can apply any physically-based method or geometric deformation technique that responds to changes of the influence object, skeleton or animation controls shape. Geometric deformations are commonly preferred over physically-based methods, because are easier to manipulate and allow animators direct control over the 3D model. After applying our method, the target model will have inherited the character rig from the source model (see Figure 1) . The artist is now free to modify the target model: final geometry, influence objects, facial expressions (shapes), skeleton position and animation controls. Artists could also use the animation scripts of the source model in the target model to animate the character; or generate animations using both animation controls and sparse data interpolation of the shapes. This approach is simple and provides direct animation control. For more details on how to create facial animations and expressions see Section 6.3. Figure 2 shows an overview of the method.
The Generic Rig
To illustrate our method, we built a sophisticated 3D face model we call generic rig R (see Figure 3) . The model is formed by different layers of abstraction: skin surface R S , influence objects R O , skeleton joints R B , facial features landmarks λ, shapes R H , skinning system and other components for representing the eyes, teeth and tongue. We can assign different attributes to each of these layers: weight, texture, muscle stress, etc. [Hab04] The generic rig R has been modelled manually and is a highly deformable structure of a face model based on physical anatomy. During the modelling process, we used facial features and regions to guarantee realistic animation and reduce artifacts (see Figure 3a) .
The surface R S is the external geometry of the character, determining the skin of the face using polygonal surfaces composed by a set of vertices r and a topology that connects them (see Figure 3b ).
The generic rig is tagged with landmarks λ, distributed as a set of sparse anthropometric points. We use these landmarks to define specific facial features to guarantee correspondence between models. Our rig has 44 landmarks placed on the surface (see Figure 3c ). Those 44 anatomical points are the most prominent and distinctive points on human like face geometries [DMS87, FLMI87] .
The skeleton R B is a group of bones positioned under the skin. It defines the pose of the head and controls lower level surface deformation. Our rig has 6 bones (see Figure 3f ).
The influence objects R O are objects that influence the shape of smooth skin and help artists control the 3D models. Some R O include: NURBS surfaces, NURBS curves, lattice deformer, cluster deformers, polygon mesh, etc. Figure 3e shows the geometric representation of the 11 muscles used in our rig. Out of the 26 that move the face, these muscles are responsible for facial expressions [Fai87] .
The shapes R H are new 3D face models created by applying deformations over the geometry R S of the character. A shape is represented by a deformation field defined on each vertex of R S always keeping the same topology of R. Shapes are usually modelled manually. They represent facial expressions and are used to create blend-shapes, which lets you change the shape of one object into the shapes of other objects (see Figure 10 ). The interpolation between shapes results in facial animations.
Transferring the Generic Rig Structure
We introduce a method to automatically transfer the generic rig structure and components to individual 3D face models, which can be divided in three main steps: first, we deform the generic rig surface to match the geometry of the face model we want to control; then, we adapt the influence objects, skeleton and attributes of the generic rig to the 3D model; finally, we bind the transferred elements to the model and obtain a rig prepared for physically-based animation or geometric deformations (Figure 2 shows the relationship between the three steps).
The face model that inherits the generic rig setup is referred as F. It is defined by a face surface F S , which determines the face geometry and shape, and a set of landmarks φ placed on F S . Like R S from the generic rig, F S is defined by a set of vertices f that define the connectivity between the points. The landmarks are positioned manually by the artist, to guarantee correspondence with the generic rig landmarks (see Section 4). Even though the generic rig has 44 landmarks, it is not necessary to use them all to transfer the rig (see results in Figure 19 ). Starting with a landmarked face model F, the rest of the structure transfer is automated as detailed next.
Geometric Transformations
To deform the rig R into F, we use an interpolation technique named Thin Plate Splines (TPS) [Boo89] , which is a special case of Radial Basis Function Warping [CFB97] . The TPS is the two-dimensional (2D) analog of the cubic spline in one dimension.
In the physical setting, where the TPS name comes from, the deflection of a thin sheet of metal is bent in the direction orthogonal to the plane. In order to apply this idea to the problem of coordinate transformation, one interprets the lifting of the plate as a displacement of the three spatial coordinates. Thus, in general, three TPS are needed to specify a 3D coordinate transformation.
Given a set of landmarks p i , a weighted combination of thin plate splines centred about each data point gives the interpolation function that passes through the points exactly while minimizing the so-called 'bending energy'. TPS works well when using scattered, unstructured and unsorted data. It also works in our case where we want to interpolate smoothly the deformation field that warp from the source landmarks to the target ones. Another important feature is that with strongly inter-correlated landmarks, which is the case of facial correspondence, we can only use a few of the landmarks to obtain good deformation results. Equation (1) describes the generic form of the transformations based on n landmark points:
(1) Following Bookstein [Boo89, RSS
* 01], we use the kernel function U (x, p i ) = |x − p i | that minimizes the bending energy of the deformation.
Using vectorial notation, we can state the following linear equation system with a n × n matrix K defined as x0 a y0 a z0 ; a xx a yx a zx ; . . . a zz ) is a 4 × 4 matrix and a n × 3 matrix W = (. . . ;w ix w iy w iz ; . . .):
In Equation (2), P is a n × 4 matrix built by rows with the source coordinates P = (. . . ; 1 p ix p iy p iz ; . . .) and Q is a n × 3 matrix built from the target coordinates Q = (. . . ; q ix q iy q iz ; . . .).
Solving for A and W returns the coefficients to compute the warping. The KW + PA = Q term ensure the exact point matching of the source points into the target. The term P T W = 0 represents a boundary condition that regularizes 
Surface Deformation
Given a set of source and target landmarks, p and q, respectively, we denote the map correspondence defined in Equation (1) by:
that for each point x minimizes the energy of the surface deformation. We will use the following notation, q = p| S , where q i is the position of the correspondent point to p i in the geometry S. Figure 4a shows a qualitative 2D representation of the deformation of a surface uniformly sampled into another surface, using a reduced set of sparse landmarks. Only these landmarks will result on an exact deformation, while the rest of the surface points lay outside the target surface. Figure 5 shows the deformation of the generic rig into a face model using 10 anthropometric landmarks.
Obtaining a Dense Correspondence Between Surfaces
To obtain an exact deformation of every surface point, where the origin surface matches the target surface, we apply a local deformation to every point of the origin surface. Then, we project every point of the warped surface to the closest point of the target surface. As a result, we get the correspondent point in the target surface for every vertex of the origin surface. This is called dense correspondence [HBH01] between surfaces. Figure 6 shows the dense correspondence between the generic rig and the target model.
We define in our pipeline a new map function called Stick (STK) that computes the dense correspondence of points r, between the generic rig R and the face model F:
This mapping can present undesirable folds in areas with high curvature or if the distance between origin and target points is large. Lorenz and Hilger worked on solutions to 
Figure 9: Weight distribution between generic rig and target model: (a) weight distribution for the jaw bone (red is w = 0, blue is w = 1); (b) weight region distribution for the face.
avoid these folds [HPL04, LK00] . Fortunately, we didn't come across this problem in the many tests we performed on different face models: human and cartoon.
Deforming Layer Structures
Based on the dense correspondence between R S and F S , we can deform the generic rig influence objects R O and skeleton R B . The sticking process avoids placing additional landmarks on the influence objects or on the skeleton structure, which otherwise would be a time consuming process. Figure 7 shows that the warp based on dense correspondence keeps the relationship between the structure and the surfaces better than the warp based on sparse landmarks.
Attribute Transfer
The generic rig R has a set of attributes on the surface nodes r defined as scalar or vectorial fields. We have to transfer each of these attributes to surface F S . For each surface vertex f i , we find its closest point on R S | F , get the interpolated value and assign it to f i . Figure 8 shows the result of transferring influence objects, geometric surfaces that represent muscles. Figure 9b shows a region labelling transfer. Figure 10 
expressions templates (first row); cartoon model facial expressions using generic rig templates (second row).
attributes transfer from the generic rig to the cartoon model, with different triangulations.
Skinning
In animation, skinning is the process of binding deformable objects (influence objects and animation controls) to an underlying articulated skeleton. There are several approaches to skinning varying on the degree of complexity and realism [Sch02] . After skinning, the deformable object that makes up the surface is called the character's skin.
We used smooth skinning instead of other algorithms [Web00] because it is fast and effective, and has been used in many occasions for real time and pre-rendered animations. The binding process involves assigning each vertex of the skin to one or more skeleton joints and setting the appropriate blending weights. Each attachment affects the vertex with a different strength. The weight will be the degree of influence of each skin vertex during deformation.
The output of the skinning process is a character model setup, with the skeleton, influence objects and animation controls ready to define the deformations of the 3D model and create animations. The positioning of the influence objects has two goals: build an inner structure that correctly reflects the character's appearance and enable the projected facial animations with minimum effort.
Our skinning method uses the generic rig weight attribute to attach the previously deformed skeleton, muscles and animation controls to the target face model F. The weights of the generic rig are carefully defined manually by an experienced artist to guarantee a correct deformation over the skin.
Weight transfer
Assigning the appropriate skin weight to a model is a crucial step on the skinning process. An unoptimized weight distribution can lead to undesirable deformations. Figure 9 shows the weight distribution of the generic rig and the weight distribution of the target face model F after applying our method. The steps to automatically transfer the weights from R to F are:
1. store the weight values of every influence object for each character skin vertex;
2. apply the TPS function and STK function to the generic rig R;
3. find the correspondent vertex between the generic rig R and the target face model F; and 4. copy the weight of every influence object to the corresponding vertex of the target face model F.
Animating 3D Face Models
Given a 3D face model (source model R) with its character setup and animation scripts (optional), we apply the method described in Section 5 to:
• fit the character setup from the source model into the target model; • manipulate the target model as if we are using a puppet;
• adjust animation parameters in the target model; and • animate the model using the source model pre-defined animations.
To manipulate the model, we use the controls defined in the source rig that are transferred to the target model. After transferring the rig to the target model, artists can always adjust the different animation controls: clusters, bones, NURBS curves.
We choose to use geometric deformation models, as this provides direct animation control. Physically-based methods can also be used to simulate human anatomy behaviour. Next, we detail how to transfer facial expressions and animations between models.
Facial Epressions
Human facial expressions are caused by the contraction of facial muscles. The skin modifies its initial shape depending on the underlying muscle and skeleton behaviour. To animate virtual characters the challenge becomes enormous as the face is capable of producing about 5000 expressions. A character like Shrek, in the 2001 movie, had over 500 commands arranged by facial features. Dick Walsh described that for the right brow there is raised, mad, sad with at least 15 possible commands that activate not only the brow but also the other parts of the face, which need to move in conjunction with it to produce a convincing expression.
There are two principal methods to create facial expressions: 3D scanned or artist-sculpted [Fai87, JTDP03] . To create animations using blend-shapes, every facial expression (shape) needs to have the same geometry of the face model at a rest position. It takes about 2-3 weeks and over 100 shapes to create the facial expressions and phonemes for a complex character. We ease this job by automatically transferring the shapes from the source model R to the target model F:
1. We start with the source model mesh R S at a rest position and all its shapes R H ; 2. We calculate the displacement between every vertex of the source mesh R S at rest position and the source mesh shape R H ; 3. We assign the TPS of the displacement between the source model and target model, using the linear part of Equation (1). This step is needed to keep the target model shapes, scale and rotation, proportional to the source model shapes. For example, if the target model is 10 times bigger, the displacement will be 10 times larger as this information is stored in the TPS:
where coefficients a xx . . . a zz are the same as in Equation (1); 4. We find the correspondent vertex between the source model R and the target face model F;
5. We apply the displacement previously calculated in the target model mesh F, creating a new shape F H . It doesn't matter if the topologies of R and F are different; and 6. We apply a smooth filter to guarantee continuity on the target model shape. Figure 10a shows different facial expression templates and Figure 10b shows the result of applying the generic rig's facial expressions to our cartoon model.
Facial Animation
The most common methods to animate a face are: keyframe interpolation and motion capture. Keyframe interpolation is a completely geometrical approach, where the whole face model is specified for any given point through time, called keyframe. For instance, each keyframe can be a pose or an expression where the in-between facial models frames are generated by interpolation. One of the main difficulties of keyframe interpolation is to combine separate animations that involve the same area of the face into one, like sleeping and crying. It requires laborious and intensive modelling [Hab03] . Motion capture allows capturing the movements of an actor's face and directly transfer the performance to a virtual face model [SSRMF06] . The disadvantage is that for each virtual character, a real actor has to perform the animation, which can be very inefficient during production. In addition, modifying the captured facial motions remains a challenge.
We speed the animation process and achieve motion of the face by applying the animation scripts of the source model in the target face model. Scripts are generated by interpolating facial poses or creating local deformations using high level controls, like NURBS curves, NURBS surfaces, clusters, etc. Facial motion can also be controlled on a lower level by applying physical simulation on muscles, which consists on determining muscle contraction over time [AHS02] . The main steps are:
1. Create templates: sculpt facial poses (shapes), apply local deformations or rotate/translate the skeleton structure; 2. Tuning: adjust deformers to optimize the model; 3. Create script: determine templates keyframe sequence or use source model pre-defined scripts. If we use predefined scripts, it is necessary to apply the TPS method to it (see Section 5); and 4. Animate model: run animation scripts at target model.
Character Setup Pipeline
Our method pipeline (see Figure 11 ) allows transferring the character setup from a source model R to a target model F. The input to the pipeline is the source model R rig. The output is the set of animation controls and animation scripts defined in the source model R now created in the target model F. 
Surface dense correspondence: r|
We obtain a dense correspondence to ensure exact deformation of every surface point, where the source surface R S matches the target surface F S ; we avoid placing additional landmarks (see Figure 12c ).
Attribute transfer: f ← attributeT ransf er(r| F )
The attributes we transfer are: bones, influence objects, weights, shapes and animation scripts. Figures 14c, g and k details bones and influence objects.
We bind the deformable objects, influence objects and 3D model surface to the skeleton of the face model we want to animate. Figures 14d, h and l details the weight distribution of the source and target models.
As a result of this process our target face model F:
• displays pre-defined animations, by using animations scripts from the source model R; • has animation controls that artists can manipulate to create animations (see Figure 14g and k for a detail of the target model controls); • has all the blend shapes defined in R to help create new animations in F (see Figure 13 for an example of blend shapes). 
Results
The deformation methods have been implemented in C ++ as a plug-in for Maya 7.0 software. We have tested our methods with a number of examples. Figure 17 represents keyframes from an animation script that shows extreme facial expressions. The animation scripts were created by an artist in the source model and later transferred to both target models. To animate the cheeks, eye brows and nose, the artists used the blendshapes defined in the source model to create the key expressions. There are 25 shapes defined in the source model that are transferred to the target models. To animate the lips that represent the speech in Figure 16 , the artist manipulated the joints of the mouth and the NURBS surface attached to them. The eyes and jaw positions were also created by manipulating the joints. We can see in the forth, fifth and sixth column that the models have different topology.
Our generic rig has 1800 points, 44 landmarks, 6 bones and 11 polygon geometric surfaces that represent the muscles, and is based on human anatomy (see Figure 18 ). The human model is a 3D scan of a human face. It has 1260 points and 10 landmarks (see Figure 19) . Figure 19b displays the wireframe mesh. We use the 10 landmarks to transfer the rig structure (see Figure 19d) . Figure 6 shows the warping process.
The cartoon model has 1550 points and 44 landmarks (see Figure 20) . Figure 20 shows the muscle transfer and Figure 9 shows the attribute transfer of the weight and region labels. Based on the weights of Figure 9a , Figure 10 shows the transfer of a facial expression. The graphics on Figure 15 display the distance between the muscle and the skin surface points, on the generic rig (solid line) and on the face model (dots). Results show that if the generic rig topology resembles the target model, the output of the warping is better. To explore the limits of our method, Figure 21 confirms that the warping and landmarks fitting work robustly in non-human faces with extreme facial appearance. We use 12 landmarks to transfer the rig structure to a goat (see Figure 21d ).
Conclusion
We have presented a comprehensive method that speeds up the character setup within a facial animation pipeline, because we drive all face models by deformation of the same source rig. This allows to create once, use many times. Our approach allows artists to transfer the facial expressions, animation controls and animation scripts created in a source model and reuse them on different models.
In contrast with other methods [KHYS02] that landmark the skin, muscle and skull, we only landmark the skin surface because we obtain dense correspondence. This simplifies and eases the setup of the character.
In film and game productions, artists are often given one base 3D face to make all new 3D faces, which are used as shapes and later become blend-shapes. Thus, it is very common that during production artists are told they need to use a different 3D face, because it has better deformation details or simply look better. Right now there is not a tool built into 3D animation packages that will transfer all the rig from one mesh to the other. As a result, all face models created will need to be remade to reflect the topology of the new face model. With our method the artist can make their 3D face models, and later, should the producer or anyone want a different appearance, previous work will not be wasted.
We have performed several tests with major film and video game companies in Canada and Spain and got very positive feedback. Everyone said that our method speeds up the rigging process and most showed interest in integrating it into their production pipeline. We have tested the precision of the attribute transfer and the accuracy of the rig created in the target model. The companies' art directors approved the quality of the shapes that where automatically created in the target model. This is a crucial result: if the output still required a lot of tuning, then the system would be useless in a production.
Last, we overcome traditional facial animation rigging techniques limitations and allow:
• reusing the character setup created for one model in different models, saving production time; • scripts to be portable; as the models share a set of attributes, scripts are valid for all of them; • a user to define and customize a source model, providing flexibility in the animation pipeline and between productions. 
